
N5 Media Music 



Learning Intention

•To critically consider 
how music impacts on 
our understanding of 

film 



Success Criteria

You will know you have been 
successful when: 

You have considered what music/ 
song you would use in your own film 



Music and understanding 

•Film makers use music to 
manipulate our understanding 
of what is happening in the film, 
how the character is feeling, 
what is about to happen 



2 types of sound 

•Diegetic sound – this is the stuff the 
characters in the film would be able 
to hear, like another character 
talking or doorbells, cars etc. It is 
what the people in the film world 
could hear. 



2 types of sound 

Non- diegetic sound – this is everything 
that is added later that the character in 
the movie would not be able to hear. This 
is things like the added music or the voice 
over added in the documentary. 



Task 

•Create a table in your jotter 

•Label one side ‘diegetic sound’ and the 
other ‘non-diegetic sound’  

•We are going to watch a couple of clip, for 
each write down the non diegetic sound 
and diegetic sound 



Clips 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTl6ltPqeDg

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ExnVKy8hao

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyVmoCWIOrg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTl6ltPqeDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ExnVKy8hao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyVmoCWIOrg


Way sound is used 

Sound bridges = this is when the music from 
one scene continues into the next, separate 
scene. The sound is literally a bridge from 
one bit to the next. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HlSwn
7C8lE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HlSwn7C8lE


Parallel sound 

•This is when the sound matches what you are 
seeing on screen… 
•So happy music when you are seeing something 
happy like children playing 
•Or sad music when you see sad images on 
screen like if the character is at a funeral 
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84Irg8xn4
bg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84Irg8xn4bg


Contrapuntal Sound 

•This is the opposite of parallel sound. 
This when the images on the screen do 
not match what is happening. 

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0E
XHvbsnJ8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0EXHvbsnJ8


Trainspotting 

•Watch the clip below and answer the 
questions in your booklet as best you 
can 

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6u
BkJSbQO0


